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950+ Architects & Engineers Cite Controlled Demolition at World Trade Center Towers on 9/11

U.S. architect and 9/11 analyst speaks in Australia for first time.

Live presentation by Richard Gage, AIA
“9/11: Blueprint for Truth,” Re-Examining the Destruction of the Three World Trade Center Skyscrapers

Saturday, November 14, 2009 at 10:00 a.m. (& Sunday, 15 – All Day Events)
Tom Mann Theater – part of The Hard Evidence Tour
136 Chalmers St.
Surry Hills, Sydney
Local contact: John Bursill johnsbursill@gmail.com

Tuesday, November 17, 2009 at 7:00 p.m.
Victorian Trades Hall – part of The Hard Evidence Tour
Lygon St. on the corner of Victoria St.
Carlton South, Melbourne
Local contact: John Bursill johnsbursill@gmail.com

Thursday, November 19, 2009 at 7:00 p.m.
Clayfield Bowling Club – part of The Hard Evidence Tour
20 Adeline St.
Clayfield, Brisbane
Local contact: John Bursill johnsbursill@gmail.com

SYDNEY—Internationally acclaimed 9/11 speaker and architect Richard Gage, AIA, will present the evidence of the destruction of the three World Trade Center skyscrapers on 9/11 at the Tom Mann Theater on Saturday, November 14 as part of The Hard Evidence Tour. Gage will give a live dynamic multimedia presentation on behalf of more than 950 architects and engineers questioning the official story of what happened to these buildings on 9/11/2001. After careful examination of the forensic data omitted from the official account, these professionals are calling for a new independent investigation into these catastrophic events. The Hard Evidence Tour includes three cities within Australia for Mr. Gage’s speaking events with the next two events taking place the following week in Melbourne and Brisbane on Tuesday and Thursday respectively.
A practicing architect for more than 20 years, Richard Gage, AIA is the founder of Architects & Engineers for 9/11 Truth (AE911Truth). The organization provides evidence as to how the official FEMA and NIST reports provide incomplete and contradictory accounts of the towers’ destruction. AE911Truth points in particular to the destruction of the third skyscraper, World Trade Center 7, a 47-story building which was not hit by an aircraft, yet came down at free-fall acceleration for more than 100 feet—per NIST. The implications are startling. The group bases its conclusions solely on forensic evidence, avoiding conspiracy theories altogether.

AE911Truth’s conclusions are shared by thousands of scientists; senior-level military, intelligence and government officials; pilots and aviation professionals; firefighters; scholars and university professors; 9/11 survivors and their family members; and other professionals around the world (www.patriotsquestion911.com, www.firefightersfor911truth.org, www.journalof911studies.com).

The 9/11 Truth Movement, which Time magazine in 2006 called “a mainstream political reality,” continues to gain momentum. As AE911Truth’s own influence grows, Gage has embarked on more than 100 speaking events, covering 20 states and now 13 countries. The organization recently hosted exhibits at architectural conventions in San Francisco, Washington, DC, and Richmond, VA, educating hundreds of architects and engineers, signing up over 100 of those architects and engineers onto the petition calling for a new investigation.

Gage will be following his tour in Australia with additional speaking events in New Zealand and Japan.

For more information, visit AE911Truth.org and www.TheHardEvidenceTour.com